
Atlanta, Georgia

Restoring a 25 year old roof saves

money, keeps material out of landfill

By restoring the high quality roof it had in-

stalled on Atlanta’s Fox Theatre more than

two decades ago, instead of tearing the

roof off, Tremco saved the Fox money,

provided a sustainable solution, and avoid-

ed disrupting performances.

In 1983, an 11,000 square foot section of

the theatre’s auditorium roof blew off.

Within 30 hours, Tremco and a contractor

had installed a durable, multi-ply BURmas-

tic cold process built-up roof; this fast

action allowed a long-scheduled ballet to

take place.  After a thorough inspection,

the rest of the roof was replaced with the

same BURmastic system.  

Twenty five years later, tensile strength

tests showed that the roof remained fun-

damentally sound.  This made it an excel-

lent candidate for restoration that will

extend its life for another 10 or more

years.  It also reflects the caliber of both

the BURmastic roofing system and its

installation.

Repairs were minor:  The unusual perimeter edge detail, an inverted I beam, was reflashed with

Tremco’s Hypalon elastomeric membrane to better accommodate movement; the Hypalon mem-

brane secured the auditorium roof to the mansard roof on both sides of the auditorium.   A few

minor “mole runs”  were repaired. The rest of the roof was restored with a new, protective topping

of BURmastic adhesive with ceramic granules embedded in it for ultraviolet protection and a UL

fire rating. A maintenance and housekeeping warranty will protect the roof long into the future.

Sustainability is the buzzword today, and this project embodies it.  An existing roof was restored

instead of unnecessarily replaced.  Nothing went into the landfill.  Maintenance will continue keep-

ing the roof in good shape. Even long-term budgeting is simplified.  When asked how he felt about

the Tremco BURmastic cold process roof, Director of Operations Len Tucker said “This roof is now

25 years old with another 10 plus years remaining. This is the true definition of sustainable!”

The Fox Theatre - A National Historic Landmark
“This is the true definition of sustainable”
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BURmastic® Roofing Systems
• Multi-ply, cold-process Built-Up Roof system
• Seamless monolithic membrane provides out-   

standing tensile strength and superior weather-
proofing characteristics

• No hot torches or kettles eliminates fire hazards  

• Low odor minimizes disruptions from fumes

• Features FM Global approval

• VOC-compliant adhesives

• Spray-on application easy to apply, with fewer       

personnel, while increasing production levels    
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